We have a new bag sponsor for 2022!

Northern Star Resources/Pogo Mine

Keep track of your bags; only use them for ALPAR-approved programs. Yellow bags are for spring cleanup or Flying Bottles only, not personal use (must be pre-approved for Flying Bottles).

Keep track of your bags; only use them for ALPAR-approved programs. Green Bags are for ALPAR’s Flying Cans only.

ALPAR 2022 bag order

Instructions:
1. email to director@alparalaska.com
2. Wait for instructions from ALPAR:
   * do not send payment right away*
   Depending on your selection, we will confirm the amount we can send to you as well as send you an invoice.
3. Order early: it can take 2-4 weeks for bags to reach you. This year’s order is expected to reach Alaska in March.

If you have bags left over from previous years, use those before ordering.
ALPAR bags are free to assist in litter prevention/recycling, however depending on how bags reach you, charges apply.

**Wait for confirmation and invoice from ALPAR before sending payment**

- One entity per community is allowed to participate in each of the following: Flying Cans/Flying Bottles, Youth Litter Patrol, or community cleanup efforts. This allows bags to be deployed effectively.
- Community population and/or amount of cans sent in determines how many cases you may receive; quantities are limited. If your request exceeds the allotment, we will ask for an explanation.

Fax (907-274-8023) or email to director@alparalaska.com (must be complete to process)

CU#: __________________________ (found on the address label or email subject line: do not skip this step/may cause delays)

Your first & last name: ___________________________________________ Title: _______________________________

Email: ___________________________________________________________ Phone: __________________________

Requesting bags on behalf of: ______________________________________

Mailing address: ___________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________________

Yellow bags: for ALPAR-approved community cleanup programs, Youth Litter Patrol, or Flying Bottles >> I am ordering bags for:

☐ Community cleanup – organized by: ________________________________

☐ Youth Litter Patrol - operated by: _________________________________

☐ Flying Bottles – operated by: _________________________________

Airline(s) taking your Flying Bottles: _______________________________

Nearest hub: ___________________________________________________

Requested number of cases: _________ (200 bags per case)

Green bags: for ALPAR-approved Flying Cans program only >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> I am ordering green bags for:

☐ Flying Cans - operated by: _________________________________

Airline(s) taking your Flying Cans: _______________________________

Nearest hub: ___________________________________________________

Requested number of cases: _________ (200 bags per case)

Select delivery method:

☐ USPS Parcel Post: takes 2-4 weeks depending on regularity of USPS service to your area; no tracking; ($10/case)

☐ Pickup (at Anchorage Pepsi warehouse): ALPAR will email instructions when the order is ready ($7/case handling fee). You must arrange for someone to pick up at the Pepsi warehouse for you. Address sent upon confirmation of order.

Person picking up: ___________________________ person picking up cell phone: ___________________________

Person picking up email: ___________________________

ALPAR is a nonprofit organization (EIN#92-009-3995)